GAUNTLETS

SPECIFIC USE

- Handling razor wire / barbed wire
- Veterinary claw and bite protection
- Glass and steel industries
- Heavy duty outdoor work: thorn protection, utilities, arboriculture
- Recycling, demolition, fencing
- Sharp object handling

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

Extremely high cut and perforation / puncture resistance
Super tough oil + water resistant leather and composite liner
Complete hand and lower arm protection

Model meets the requirements of the European Standards:
EN 420 1994 General Requirements
EN 388 1994 Protection Against Mechanical Hazards

Certification delivered by the notified Organization CENTEXBEL N°033/2015/0168

MECHANICAL HAZARDS

- Abrasion resistance out of four levels
- Blade cut resistance out of five levels
- Tear resistance out of four levels
- Puncture resistance out of four levels

HEAT AND FIRE

- Fire resistance out of 4 levels
- Contact heat out of 4 levels
- Convective heat out of 4 levels
- Radiant heat out of 4 levels
- Small molten metal projections out of 4 levels
- Large molten metal projections out of 4 levels

EN ISO 13997: Result 61.4N

Description & Care

Oil and water repellent cowhide split leather on the palm, fingers and back.
Velcro inner patch for use with Razorpro Sleeves
Oil-repellent for 60 minutes and water-repellent for 100 minutes.
Lining Dyneema® and Stainless-Steel composite yarn, with 1.3mm leather outer.
Length 36cm / 14in.
Dry Clean Only
Packaging: package of 5 pairs pack / 20 pair case.

Available sizes: 11/10/9/8
Product Code: RIPDEXG  Product Name: RAZORPRO GAUNTLET

Manufactured by ROSTAING SA, 17, avenue Charles de Gaulle 01800 Villieu Loyes Mollon, France